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1. The British ‘scene’

Muslims in Britain number between 1
and 2 million depending on who is doing the
statistics. The Muslim presence has raised
socio-political issues. Whilst all minority reli-
gious groups seek to establish themselves and
to have freedom to practise and propagate
their faith, some Muslims seek to do this in
the public arena, and expect government to
act in matters that most British people would
see as matters of private choice and con-
science. They may use political language, and
conscript the idea of ummah both to stir other
Muslims and to push their case with the
authorities. Such Muslims appear as, and
perhaps see themselves as, members of a dif-
ferent kingdom resident in the UK; and their
rhetoric may suggest that they plan to annex
the UK to the House of Islam.

However, most British Muslims are
concerned mainly with survival and with
bringing their children up with some sense of
religion and identity, and are glad to live as
citizens under the UK parliament. Many live
in deprived inner city areas, and experience
high unemployment and educational disad-
vantage. Many young people are reluctant to
practise their faith, and are even becoming in-
volved in drugs and crime: if they shout about
Islam, it is probably because this gives them a
sense of identity, and a way of expressing
anger and seeking hope.

Most Muslims in Britain have family ori-
gins in the Indian Subcontinent, primary
immigration having begun mainly in the post
war years. Since then, changing immigration
regulations mean that marriage and asylum
are almost the only means of gaining entry.
There continue to be inter-continental ar-
ranged marriages bringing new Muslims to
Britain. There are also many Arab profes-
sional and business people, and other
Muslims who have come as refugees from,
for example, Somalia, Bosnia and, most
recently, Kosovo. We can add several thou-
sand black and white British who have
converted to Islam.

Most Muslims in Britain have full citizen-
ship. In a ‘liberal’, ‘secular’ democracy, this
means they have a full right to education, wel-
fare and health services: they can also vote and
be elected to local and national government.
Special provision of public services has been
made to allow for linguistic and cultural differ-
ences as well as for religious requirements. For
example, halal food is available in many
schools, girls are permitted to wear trousers in
schools that have previously insisted on skirts,
English language classes are available for new
immigrants, and in some areas local govern-
ment publications are produced in several
languages. Such provision is made for all mi-
nority groups, not only for Muslims. It is often
seen as ‘multi-culturalism’, that is, respecting
the cultures of all citizens rather than seeking
to impose a ‘British’ culture on all.

However, it has slowly become clear to
the politically correct establishment that
Muslims cannot simply be treated as a cul-
tural or ethnic minority. They span many
different ethnic groups, and often their
Islamic identity is more important to them
than their ethnic identity. Several controver-
sies – paradigmatically that over the ‘Satanic
Verses’ – have made it clear that religion
cannot be relegated to a personal hobby.

There are tensions here. In some areas,
such as freedom of speech and the position of
women, Islamic ideas are contrary to stan-
dard British ideals. At the same time, many
British people are acutely aware of past rac-
ism and colonialism, and therefore seek to
avoid prejudices and to see good in other cul-
tures. The ‘politically correct’ find themselves
having to judge aspects of Islam, despite their
post-modern conviction that all truth claims
have equal validity. Others simply react with
fear and anger, and Muslims experience
much prejudice, especially during times of
publicised Islamic conflicts.

Last year, the Runnymede Trust pub-
lished a report1 on Muslims in Britain,
coining the word ‘Islamophobia’ to describe
the way that many people respond to Islam.

They noted worrying levels of stereotyping,
both in private and in the media, in which
Muslims are seen as all the same: barbaric,
violent, foreign, oppressing women, and
generally a threat to civilised society. Of 17
people murdered for purely racist reasons in
a five year period, 13 were Muslims. The
report made a number of recommendations
to counter these trends.

Muslim groups welcomed the report, as
did individual Muslims who have suffered
from prejudice. Many non-Muslims were
also glad to see the problems faced. However,
some pointed out that some of the stereotyp-
ing is due to the way that Muslims present
themselves, and one well known Christian
college2 pointed out that the ‘phobias’ do not
go only one way. They offered the term
‘westophobia’ to describe Muslim attitudes
to western civilisation.

Christians are reacting to all this in a
variety of ways. Perhaps predictably, the ma-
jority takes little notice of the Muslims unless
they actually come into contact with them.
Many see them simply as people who deny
Christ, persecute Christians and are violent
extremists. Still others seek to work for what
they see as natural justice through various
dialogical activities.

One group of evangelical Christians has
responded by initiating a dialogue process
called ‘Faith and Society’. The group was
composed of missionaries to Muslims, nearly
all of whom started from a position of some
suspicion of any kind of formal ‘dialogue’.

2. Faith and Society

History

After a conference on mission to Muslims
in Europe in 1991, a network of agencies work-
ing in the UK was formed. In 1997 we held a
conference for the growing number of people
involved in mission to Muslims in the UK.

Many of us were involved in the communi-
ties in which we were working. Missionaries
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were teaching, campaigning for racial justice,
supporting victims of crime and becoming
governors of local schools as witnesses for
Christ. We decided that we must look at our
mission in the context of the socio-political
interactions of Islam with our society.

But we lacked people to interpret for us
the tensions between our secular society and
the Muslims living in it. Government has
tended to avoid religious issues. The evangeli-
cal churches have only thought of Muslims in
terms of debate and evangelism – where they
have bothered to think about them at all. We
decided to get together some of the few peo-
ple who were seriously thinking about issues
such as education, law, local government and
family structures. We realised that this could
only be done effectively with Muslims
present. This caused some controversy –
missionaries to Muslims instinctively keep
their activities quiet, and do not want to dis-
cuss them with Muslims. We decided we
needed separate conferences: one on mission
issues and one on socio-political issues. The
socio-political ‘track’ led to a conference held
in London in November 1997, under the title
‘Faith and Power’.

The first conference

About 200 people gathered over two
days. Participants joined groups looking at
five areas of particular concern:

• Law: What is the relationship between
British law and shari’ah law? What are the
challenges for Muslims seeking to follow
the latter while living under the former?
Could British law accommodate Mus-
lims? Should our laws about blasphemy
and discrimination be altered?

• Education: There is a clash between the as-
sumptions behind the British education
system and Islam; there is also a clash be-
tween many of these assumptions and
Christianity. How can British schools
accommodate Muslim children? What
about religious education and collective
worship? Should the state fund Islamic
schools? What can be done about the
massive under-achievement of many
Muslim pupils in our inner cities?

• Media: The portrayal of Islam by the
media swings between stereotypical fanat-
icism, violence and oppression of women
on the one hand, and showing Islam as
entirely positive on the other. Current af-
fairs broadcasters prefer extreme views to
moderation. Christianity, too, tends to be
side-lined or treated dismissively. Can we
challenge the media on this? Can we use
the media to further better relationships?
Can we train our most thoughtful people
to be available to the media?

• Local government: What is the role of reli-
gion in public life? How can the voices of
the faith communities be heard by local
authorities? How helpful is the notion of

multi-culturalism? How can Christians
and Muslims work together in the local
community?

• Family, sexuality, gender: Muslims and
Christian alike are going against societal
trends in these areas. How are we coping
with living according to what we under-
stand as God’s laws? Why is our practice
so much worse than our theory? Can we
encourage as well as challenge each other?
Is there anything we can do together to
help our society, which we perceive as
being so sick in these areas?

The conference showed us how large and
complex was the field into which we were
entering. Even those who had been most
doubtful about including Muslims realised
how essential this was, and requested that
any further meetings should have Muslims
involved in the organisation. Both Christians
and Muslims need to see themselves as
minorities in an increasingly hostile and
indifferent society. Our ‘secular’, ‘liberal’ de-
mocracy was based on Christianity: both
Christians and Muslims recognised that the
loss of this basis is threatening our freedoms
as well as undermining peoples’ perceptions
of right and wrong.

Our ‘secular’, ‘liberal’
democracy was based
on Christianity . . . the

loss of this basis is
threatening our

freedoms

How we continued

Christians and Muslims came together
and explicitly discussed matters of great im-
port for our society, facing them honestly.
There was potential here. A steering group of
three Muslims and three Christians discussed
the next step. We changed the name to ‘Faith
and Society’ – reflecting concern for the wel-
fare of our society and not power. We decided
to hold another conference, at a Muslim con-
ference centre3, with Muslims and Christians
equally represented at every level. We also de-
cided to continue the five seminar groups
from the first conference as ‘focus groups’,
each convened by one Muslim and one
Christian. They would aim to meet two or
three times per year, to set agendas, to do re-
search, and to seek ways of using their
findings to benefit wider society as well as
Muslim and Christian communities.

The next conference attracted about 140
people, of whom 40% were Muslims. A

Muslim speaker and a Christian speaker
addressed the topic ‘People of Faith in
Britain Today and Tomorrow’ from their dif-
ferent perspectives, both being honest about
the challenges facing their communities. The
Christian reflected on the privatisation of re-
ligion in recent years, and asked whether
religious people should lobby government
for recognition and more comfort in follow-
ing our own faith, or whether we should be
concerned for the welfare of all. He pointed
out the centrality of prayer, which dispels our
illusions of human greatness. He underlined
the Christian view that all people are equally
valuable but all (except Christ) are sinners –
there is no group, religious or otherwise, that
is beyond criticism. The love of Christ is the
way out of the cycle of seeing groups as
‘victims’ or ‘perpetrators’.

The Muslim speaker explored issues of
pluralism and co-existence. He reflected on the
history of Muslims coming to Britain, includ-
ing the experience of colonialism. There were,
he said, three overlapping tendencies in re-
sponse to the latter: the traditional response of
looking inward until the westerners should go,
the modernist response of accepting western
ways of thinking, and the revivalist response of
taking the good aspects of the west and rede-
fining them in the Islamic context. These
tendencies help us to understand the range of
responses to contemporary issues, such as
secularism and gender. He recounted some
current discussion as to how Muslims in
Europe should regard their present homes.
They are certainly not the dar ul-islam –
‘House of Islam’, but neither can they be con-
sidered as the traditional alternative dar
ul-harb – ‘House of War’. The latter can be
applied only to places in which Muslims are
not free to practise Islam in security, but many
Muslims are in Europe just because they feel
more secure here than in their countries of
origin. He offered an alternative category – dar
ul-’ahd – the house of covenant, or agreement,
where Muslims agree to be law-abiding citi-
zens in a place which agrees to offer them
security.

This was a landmark occasion. Muslims
and Christians conferred, separated for
prayer, had an opportunity to talk over
lunch, and met in their focus groups. They
openly discussing the issues together in an
atmosphere that enabled both to be self-
critical. The mere gathering of such a range
of leading Muslims and Christians was very
positive, as was the fact that Muslims and
Christians were sharing equally in the initia-
tive. Since then, the focus groups have met
and are setting directions, and another
conference is planned.

3. Theological reflection

How did a group of evangelical mission-
aries get involved in this process of dialogue
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on societal issues? Is it a compromise of
Christian faith?

Islamic factors

I think it unlikely that evangelical mis-
sionaries would have moved in this direction
in relating to a faith other than Islam. We
realised that:

• Muslims themselves are interested in pub-
lic life. They are likely to be involved in it
not only as, say, Asians or members of a
political party, but explicitly as Muslims.
The public issues are an intrinsic part of
Islam.

• Many of the Muslims in Britain are poor
and disadvantaged in health and educa-
tion. They have difficulties in accessing
social services, and are acutely aware of
the tensions between their home systems
and what they meet in Britain.

• Many Christians’ reaction to Islam and to
Muslims is based on the media’s treat-
ment of public issues. They may feel
threatened and afraid, and react with
racism and prejudice. All these push us
towards socio-political concern.

• We need to relate to the issues that con-
cern our Muslim friends. We cannot hide
behind the God/Caesar dichotomy of
which Muslims often accuse us. We need
to explain the needs of Muslims to the ser-
vice providers, and to negotiate the many
tensions between Muslims and others in
our inner cities.

• We need to understand more of what is
going on so that we can deal with fears
and prejudices within ourselves and other
Christians, and be free to consider how to
bring honour to Christ. Far from betray-
ing the Gospel, we believe, it is the Gospel
itself that calls us to a love for our neigh-
bours that demands involvement.

Christian factors

The past decades have seen an increasing
concern among evangelicals to be effective in
public life: partly because we feel more secure
now that evangelicals are not such a minority
among Christians. It is also becoming obvi-
ous that Britain has largely lost the Christian
basis for its democracy, and God is calling us
to make sure that our voice is heard.

Anglicans often lead such concerns. We
have a link with the state. The parish system
makes each church responsible for all in its
area. Bishops and clergy are included in dis-
cussions at both national and local levels.
Anglicans also provide the majority of chap-
lains in hospitals, prisons and universities.

Scripture

As these factors push us towards facing
public issues, we turn to the Bible and find
that it addresses our concerns. At the start of
the last Faith and Society conference we read

the letter to the exiles in Jeremiah 29. Mus-
lims and Christians alike were moved by the
call to concern for the welfare of the place in
which we find ourselves – even if we feel like
exiles in it. The call is not to seek the welfare
of our own group, but to work for the welfare
of all people. Therefore Christians cannot
fight only for what will be good for the Chris-
tian community, and Muslims should not
fight only for the establishment of the
Muslim community. Rather, we should he
concerned for each other and for the wider,
largely godless, society.

We recognise that our ideas of welfare are
different, and this will produce tensions
which require discussion. Our next confer-
ence will examine ‘seeking the common good’
from Christian and Muslim perspectives.

4. What might constitute ‘success’?

God is pushing us forward, though it is
not yet clear where! There are, however,
several outcomes for which we are working:

Community outcomes

• That the voices of ‘ordinary’ and
‘moderate’ Muslims should not be
drowned by extremists in the media.

• That Muslims become consciously part of
Britain, and not an alien implant fighting
the system.

• That we should live at peace, and root out
racism and prejudice on all sides.

• That we should grow in understanding of
each other’s views of society.

• That we should all be able to distinguish
nationality, culture and faith, and how
the three might be related.

• That we should face difficult legal ques-
tions openly, anticipating and thinking
through matters rather than responding
only in emergencies.

• That life in our inner cities should be im-
proved in a variety of areas – not least that
abuse of women should be reduced and
family life strengthened.

Mission outcomes

• That Muslims should see beyond the God
versus Caesar split of which they often
accuse us.

• That they should see the Christian con-
cern for all people that underlies many of
our apparent weaknesses.

• That they understand better the similari-
ties and differences between the two faiths.
For example, a key question raised at a re-
cent session of the Family, Sexuality and
Gender focus group was, ‘Why is our prac-
tice so different from our theory?’ There is
a clear answer from a Christian perspec-
tive: the Fall. This answer explains many
of the differences between how Muslims
and Christians organise their lives, and
why Christians see the need of a Saviour.

The most important outcome has to do
with relationships. Muslims and Christians
are coming together about these issues. We
meet as human beings facing common ques-
tions, and not as adversaries or as strangers
trying to make formal contacts.

This is at the centre of our faith. We are
all human beings. We are all faced with simi-
lar problems, because we live together in a
fallen world. We believe that only through
Christ is this world redeemed: but he is inter-
ested in the whole world, and not just our
‘souls’. More important, he is not concerned
for Christians only, so it is not only Chris-
tians for whom we should be concerned. This
is Good News.

At the end of the Islamophobia report,
Archbishop George Carey comments:

In my view, interfaith dialogue is not an
option but a necessity – neither is it an im-
possibility – but the answer to the ques-
tion, ‘How far can we travel together?’ is
not one we can answer when the journey
has only just begun. It is something we
shall discover as we set out boldly on the
way.

Perhaps ‘Faith and Society’ is something
that only a group of naive evangelicals could
have initiated. We needed our naivety to have
the courage to discuss the issues publicly. We
needed to be evangelicals to understand how
Muslims think about their faith, their Book
and their Prophet. And we will need all the
wisdom and courage that is available through
the evangel to continue to the glory of Christ!

Discussion after the paper

What is the goal of dialogue if Muslims are
not going to be converted through it? If I spend
my time going about with Muslim friends, it
will cause my weaker brothers to stumble.

[IG] Jesus even ate with tax-collectors
and sinners – but then explained why to those
who challenged him.

You said that ‘dialogue could begin once
each side had acknowledged its wish to convert
the other’. How did you each say this? How did
you make it clear that this was the framework?

[IG] We said it quite openly and formally
in our self-introductions.

I am grateful to you for making it clear
that your dialogue does not involve any weak-
ening of your hold on truth.

[IG] Please pray for us: in the west, to say
‘the truth matters’ is a controversial
statement.

How has this dialogue been received
among Muslims in Britain?

[IG] The Muslim leaders who have
engaged in the discussions are showing great
courage. There is sure to be a debate going on
behind the scenes in Muslim circles.
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Who are your colleagues on the Christian
side of this debate?

[IG] The likes of Colin Chapman, Chris-
topher Lamb and Peter Riddell.

In giving your sketch of Islam in Britain,
you focus on the 90% Muslim underclass.
Jesus’ dialogue with Judaism was similarly
focussed on the underclass. It seems that an
important criterion in dialogue between reli-
gions is how different religions handles the
underclass: ‘what about the poor?’ is a critical
test. We might suggest that Islamisation fails
such a test, because it tries to make use of the
poor to make up Muslim numbers, rather than
addressing their needs.

If your dialogue centres on the 90% in the
underclass, what do you do about the 10%
who are in the elite?

[IG] We talk to them; sometimes we have
to stand up to them.

We must always be careful in engaging in
dialogue with Muslims, some of whom are
ready to take advantage of us so that they gain
power by manipulation.

[IG] Even so, when the religious authori-
ties ‘took advantage of’ Jesus and crucified
him, it ended up with the salvation of the
world. We should be ready to take risks.

The refugee and migrant Muslims in Brit-
ain do not represent Islam worldwide. Is your
dialogue relevant to Muslim elites elsewhere?

[IG] The Church/State disjunction in
Christian thinking has a theological basis
which requires explanation. The ‘secular’
western state has a Christian basis. However,

our dialogue is just one initiative, directed
to one specific set of circumstances. Others
are taking different initiatives for other
purposes.

In general, Muslims do not engage in
self-criticism. Do you think you have discov-
ered a trend to a more self-critical attitude?

[IG] The kind of public Muslim self-criti-
cism which we have heard in the context of
our dialogue is something very new. It is too
early to say if this is the start of a trend.

Notes
1. Islamophobia, a challenge for us all The Runnymede
Trust, 1997.
2. London Bible College’s Guthrie Centre, which is monitoring
the Islamic press for anti-western and anti-Christian polemic.
3. The Islamic Centre in Leicester – heart of Mawdudi-ism!
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